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Enter the world of Akirion, a once peaceful land on the brink of extinction by a deadly epidemic that transforms the living into
flesh-craving beasts called Pretas*. Survivors are now organizing into militias to defend their home, but due to the lack of capable

warriors, Akirots are desperately hiring mercenaries, someone like you. Explore the forsaken continents, collect materials, craft
powerful weapons and defeat blood-thirsty pretas in order to save Akirion and reveal the dark truths of the plague’s origin.

Inspired by video games such as Dark Souls, Diablo, and Monster Hunters, Preta: Vendetta Rising is designed to be a challenging
hack-and-slash action game featuring various multiplayer gameplay!

*Preta is the Sanskrit name for supernatural beings that suffered greatly before death and now have turned into flesh-craving
monsters.

FEATURES:

Expansive campaign providing over 50 hours of single-player content.

Crafting system for weapons, armor, accessories and more.

Companion system to raise and customize your own pets to fight along your side.

Fully customizable skill and tech trees.

Co-op multiplayer raids allow up to 2 other hunters to fight by your side against epic bosses.
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Title: Preta: Vendetta Rising
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Illion Corp
Publisher:
YJM GAMES
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit required)

Processor: Intel i3-6100 equivalent or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: [VR] NVIDIA GTX 970 / [Non-VR] NVIDIA GTX 460 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Oculus Touch or Vive motion Controller is a must.

English,Korean,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Alright so ive put in over 5 hours on this game and i do have to say i like it not bad kinda grindie but what isnt now a days. i do
not play in VR as i do not own one and i do not see any reason why you would have to play this in vr other then the VR
experience. the one thing i do wish they would change is the camera it doesnt flow around it jumps and that bugs probly better
in vr but im getting used to it. all in all good game kinda pricey but i feel like this game can go places

so now im about 20 hours in and every1 says u have to pay to win no its just grindie like i said be4. yes i do agree that since the
game is $30 there shouldnt be as much pay for things so hopefully they see that people really want to play this game and tone
back on the pay for stuff.. I'v done my share of gaming, but I still class myself as a novice.

This is only a few of my opinions on the game.

The Graphics (VR) and game play is pretty dam cool.
BUT, it takes more than that to be a good and popular game ppl will play for an extended time, and not just demo it and toss it.

I think this game has potential (After a lot of fixes - which the devs appear to be doing)

VERY overpriced atm.
Includes free $90 worth of stuff??
If thats $90 worth, holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 if your going to play this game, make sure you have a 2nd job
or have a gamedaddy with an open credit card...

ATM I do not recommend this game, there are grinding games and there are GRINDING games, this is a
GGRRIINNDDIINNGG game, without a lot of areas to choose from to grind.

Without co-op\/group it gets boring quickly.
Some of the mats are set to hard to get.
eg: Complete areas in a certain time to get a certain mat, with co-op (which I dont think is working atm) I guess is ok, but solo
runs a big nope.

There are a lot of basic things that need changing.
like just refreshing mats (show different mats) cost gold, then you still have to buy them?? WTF

Leveling is too slow, definately needs speeding up.

IMO it looks like they are setting this game up so you have to spend money to get anywhere.
If a game is setup to buy ingame items witth real money that you HAVE to have to get anywhere, the game should be free to
play - so atm this game goes in my RIPOFF list.

If I had under 2 hours on this game I would be getting a refund.

I'll probably update this in the future once the devs have sorted a few things.. This game can give a lot of hours of playtime. The
controls work good with the touch controllers.
Seems grindy.. Its about 130am. I was about to go to sleep and Preta has finaly come.
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Short Preview!
the video demonstrated for the game is nowhere in visual quality of this early access game. Character, sound, animation, effects
are very very good. I used a xbox one controller. I played for the first 30 minutes, it appears this game will have depths as after
the tutorial, I was placed in a town where I can enhance various aspects of my character. This is indeed something special.. Can't
recommend this game at this time until some type of guide for crafting and skills are provided because the game has no in game
tutorial to explain anything.This was promised by the dev weeks ago but nothing yet.. Early review (will update with more time
in game)

I decided to give this one a try and I'm really happy I did. I was initially going to try it out and most probably refund but I'm
going to keep it.

Felt like Diablo 3 VR!

There is something really special about having a little action figure run around in atmospheric environments.

So far I'm pleasantly suprised with how much I like this game!. Grindy but great! If you love grind like me this is a must buy.
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i like it starts off slow cant craft stuff for a long time but it hard and you need to dogde good game over all. Well, I am changing
my review from positive to a total negative. My reason is based simply on the fact that items were suppose to be included with
the purchase of the game. The items never showed up in game. I have contacted the developer several times and there has been
no resolution to what has happened. I think if you are gonna sell a product to a consumer then stand behind your product. I gave
them the benefit of the doubt that they would help and I have received no help. DO NOT purchase this game until the dev
actually gets their act together.. i like it starts off slow cant craft stuff for a long time but it hard and you need to dogde good
game over all. First and foremost it's a good game if you can bear with it the more you play it the better it gets. And as everyone
else said it's definitely definitely grind heavy. With that being said at $10 you will get your money's-worth 5 x fold. If you in the
mood for conventional gaming that vR enhances definitely get this game.. The game looks good with really nice graphics and
good combat system. I don't mind the grind but you do have to play a mission more than 2 to 3 times to get an item you need for
a certain recipie but other than that is good fun.
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